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Coach who can win as much or for records in sports that will never be ensure that his is one of only a few win he gets, Coach Shula will coach in NFL history. With every win he gets, Coach Shula will ensure that his is one of only a few

win he gets, Coach Shula will coach in NFL history. With every win he gets, Coach Shula will ensure that his is one of only a few records in sports that will never be broken. There will never be another coach who can win as much or

so long as Shula has because the pressures of the job are too great. Moreover, with the growth of TV, coaches now have a way to get out of the game, yet still be around it. Take, for example, Bill Walsh, Bill Parcells, Mike Ditka, and John Madden, all great coaches who achieved great success, but eventually felt they could not physically hold up in the job. The coaches of today who have many wins, Dan Reeves, Marty Schottenheimer, and Marv Levy, are nowhere close to 325 and have not yet felt the pressure coming from having won a Super Bowl.

Dreams of a rematch between ND and FSU in the Fiesta Bowl are just that — dreams. Despite what bowl coalition members and AP sportswriters (a term used loosely) think, it is Holz who holds all the cards. He will not play FSU again, nor would it make sense to do so, because another showdown with the Seminoles would be a no-win situation for Notre Dame. First of all, it is tough to beat a football team twice in the same season, especially one as good as FSU, on a neutral site (see Ohio State-UCLA in 1975). Second, if ND did win, it would not prove anything. If, by some miracle, Nebraska won their bowl game, then two unbeaters, unrated teams would be left (West Virginia will lose to BC next week and Auburn is

on probation). The question of which team is better would not be settled because, presumably, Nebraska would have beaten a quality team such as Miami in the Orange Bowl, and the Georgia coach would argue that the Irish had avoided the Gators in their last game (a team they had already beaten). (Of course, all this would be most if Kansas had just kicked the damn extra point.) Finally, if Florida State would win that game, then there really would be no definitive national champion. Notre Dame and FSU would be 12-0 (versus generally sub-par competition) and Ohio State would be 11-1. The only Notre Dame show their power by negotiating their own TV contract separate from the 63 other Division I-A schools a couple of years ago, but chucked their nose at the coalition last year by playing in the Cotton Bowl. Look for the same this year. Do you think the Orange Bowl officials would not open their arms to the Irish and welcome a ND-Neba game? And, ultimately, Nebraska is a much easier game for the Irish than FSU.

We wrap up our NBA scouting report with the Western Conference:

Midwest

1. Houston: Last year the Rockets were a surprise winner of the West, this year there will be no shock when they go wire to wire. Hakeem is shooting hard for the MVP.

2. San Antonio: Addition of Drexler ("I'm Spurting"") Robinson gives the Spurs undoubtedly the mostnoticeable hard in all of professional sports. Questions at the point position were answered with the addition of Nurgle Knight from Phoenix. The bigger question: can the team survive with a starter who registers single-digit points but grabs 20+ boards a game?

3. Utah: Jazz have a team only Abdul-Rauf may make Dan Issel forget he's got no teeth.

The MIT Medical Department is pleased to announce it has been "Accredited with Commendation" by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.

This is the highest accreditation honor, awarded to a small number of hospitals for exemplary quality.

Congratulations and thanks to all the dedicated MIT Medical employees who worked so hard to make this award possible.

Cora of Munamo, Ellis, and developing rookie Rodney Rogers, the Nuggets are a team of the future. The step up in shooting, passing, and leadership of the new Manitou Adbel-Rauf may make Dan Issel forget he's got no teeth.

1. Seattle: Kemp, Gill, Payton, Perkins, Schremph, Cage. Any questions?

2. Phoenix: Loss of Richard Dumas will hurt more than people think. AC Green is a nice addition, but won't compensate for loss of Dumas' scoring. Barkley missed his big title shot last year.

3. Portland: Sending Kevin "Boston Lorenzo" McMillin to the Hawks was a surprise, but McMillin will have a big year to ensure a fat contract next year. Mark Jackson, "Han off to" will have a big year. Gary "Stringing Up Baby" Grant are both cocky and talented enough to win. Look for the Clips to move out to
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4. Denver: With a front line corps of Munamo, Ellis, and developing rookie Rodney Rogers, the Nuggets are a team of the future. The step up in shooting, passing, and leadership of the new Manitou Adbel-Rauf may make Dan Issel forget he's got no teeth.

5. Dallas: After Monster Manhurn (our pre-season Rookie of the Year pick) and Popeye Jones to go with Jimmy Jackson. Although "Mighty" Quinn Buckner has a long road to go before making the Mavs a contender, they will win more games than the Cowboys this year.

6. Minnesota: Minnesota is more noticeable, but Laettner's hards are the worst in the NBA. Irish Rider will eventually make the "Sotans forget former draft-day gems like Luc Longley and Felton Spencer. Chuck "Miss" Person is past his prime (which was usually only in games at Boston Garden anyway), and poor production from the backcourt hurt the T-Wolves.

Pacific

The Pacific is by far the best division in the NBA top to bottom. There should be some great games putting take place out on the Left Coast this winter.
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